
Meditate for Success 
Do you meditate? Is it applicable to your success? Do you have trouble winding down?  Let’s 
talk about why meditation may be the best thing you can do for your business. 14 Executives 
who swear by mediation: http://www.businessinsider.com/ceos-who-meditate-2012-5# 

·  Hedge fund manager Ray Dalio uses Transcendental Meditation to check his 
ego 
· Salesforce.com's Marc Benioff started to meditate because his job at Oracle 
was so stressful 
· Panda Express Founder Andrew Cherng once paused a business meeting to 
encourage a frazzled store manager to meditate. 
· Former Monsanto CEO Bob Shapiro turned office rooms into meditation 
spaces.    
· Def Jam Founder Russell Simmons says Transcendental Meditation has 
changed his life.   
· Oprah Winfrey says she uses TM to connect with God, 
· Legal Sea Foods CEO Roger Berkowitz meditates for 20 minutes every 
morning, retreating into a "semiconscious state"   
· Green Mountain Coffee Roaster Founder Robert Stiller brought in meditation 
instructors for his employees       
· Ramani Ayer, former Chairman and CEO of The Hartford Financial Services 
Group, says TM makes him a better decision-maker,    
· Steve Rubin, former CEO and chairman of United Fuels International, says 
practicing TM gives him a "laser-like focus" 
· Marnie Abramson, who owns Tower Companies real estate firm, says offering 
TM courses for employees is the best way to increase productivity 

The basic law of thermodynamics was discovered when physicists began to measure 
energy lost-that is, energy that could not be accounted for-in the process of converting fuel 
into work. The measurement of lost energy is called Entropy and it is a universal law that 
in every process from the planetary system to the production of coal, that things tend 
to break down and become less ordered unless energy is added in some way. 
This is why we work ourselves to the point of exhaustion…when we reach the upper limit of 
our efficiency we are simply experiencing a law of physics, that over time, things tend to 
break down and become less ordered unless energy is added is some way. An engine will 
wear down and break unless it has an overhaul. An engine will burn up when it reaches the 
upper threshold of performance. We are human systems who have a flow of energy 
governed by the law of thermodynamics; we are constantly exchanging energy with our 
environment in both physical and emotional input. If the input or stimulation increases to a 
critical point, we begin to feel stressed and eventually overwhelmed. We have reached a 
threshold. Things start to seem chaotic, we experience discomfort, and we probably feel 
overwhelmed. When we have more input than we can handle, one of the ways we can 
“overhaul” and reorganize at a higher level is through regular meditation. One of the ways we 
can add energy back, experience less chaos, and reach new levels of capacity is to 
meditate. Meditation can help your brain reorganize to handle more and more complex 
stimuli in your life. 



It’s helpful to understand brain waves in this conversation. Understand that all brain ways are 
useful. 
A brain wave is a rhythm. It is an electrical potential between parts of the brain.  
 

Beta pattern- The fastest pattern- 13-38 Hertz ( cycles per second) 
-These brain waves  are typically produced by the left hemisphere of the brain but they can 
be synchronized. 
 -If you want to experience logical thinking, the ability to think more critically, and cultivate the 
ability to be quick-witted, then you may want to experience Beta Brain Waves.   
-People who have increased their Beta Waves have been known to increase their I.Q. 
motivation, and productivity.  
-The higher range of these brain waves occur during times of stress, anxiety and 
uneasiness.  
-The extremes of the beta range are associated with fight, flight, or freeze. This is the range 
of monkey mind and chatter. 
Alpha pattern- somewhat slower-8-13 HZ and occurs as soon as you close your eyes and 
relax.  
-Take a deep breath.  
-You have just slowed down your brain ways are you are probably in Alpha.  
-This pattern connects both sides of the brain.  
-This is the range that produces calming neuro chemicals.  
-The high range produces a super learning state and creativity.  
-When you are getting ready to wake up or getting ready to go to bed, you are in -the lower 
end of the alpha range. (drowsiness).  
-Deep alpha waves are also associated with peace and contentment.  
-It’s know as the relaxation response. Can’t sleep?  
-Simply change your brain waves by slowing them down to Alpha. 
 
Many athletes use Alpha to meditate 
Alpha waves put you in a light hypnosis.trance state that can help you tap into your 
subconscious mind. 
Theta pattern- This pattern is even slower, between 4-8 Hz.  
-This is when you have rapid eye movement during deep sloop.  
-Theta is associated with enhanced creativity, memory, healing, aha experiences, or sudden 
understanding. 
Delta pattern-The slowest pattern between 0.1 and 3.9 Hz.  
-This is the pattern of dreamless sleep.  
-Some Delta waves are happening all the time in the brain of every person. 



There are ways to manually adjust your brain waves, breathing, music or guided meditation.  
There are 101 ways to mediate. TM, Shaktipat, Guided. Find one that suits you and do it 
regularly.  
Some meditation programs will tell you which brain waves it is geared for, Beta, Alpha, or 
Theta. 
Monkey mind around mediation? 

1.    I don’t have the time. 
2.    Meditation is only for hippies, gurus and fans of Enya. 
3.    I can’t mediate because my mind is too busy 

4.    Getting happier makes me lose my edge. 
Meditation Infographic: 
http://www.happify.com/hd/skeptics-guide-to-meditation-infographic-dan-harris/ 
Guided meditations –A Good way to start. 
Holosync- 
http://www.centerpointe.com/v2/- 
Brain Sync-http://www.brainsync.com/atozlist?gclid=CK6gp7rF6MYCFZYWHwodBE8JuQ - 
oid=1374_1 
( Donna F likes the guided meditations, Prayer, Attract Wealth, or Relaxation 

Steve Jobs practiced Zen Buddhist meditation techniques daily. 
“If you just sit and observe, you will see how restless your mind is,” Jobs told his biographer 
Walter Isaacson. “If you try to calm it, it only makes things worse, but over time it does calm, 
and when it does, there’s room to hear more subtle things -- that’s when your intuition starts 
to blossom and you start to see things more clearly and be in the present. Your mind just 
slows down, and you see a tremendous expanse in the moment. You see so much more 
than you could see before. It’s a discipline; you have to practice it.” 
	  


